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Hawks look to develop their draft prospects

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

7:38 p.m. Monday, June 21, 2010 

It's possible the Hawks will beat the odds and select a player in Thursday's NBA Draft who at least does 

one or two things well enough to help them next season.

However, chances are Atlanta, with the 24th and 53rd overall picks, will end up with raw prospects who 

need work to be ready for the league. That's been an ongoing proposition in recent years for the Hawks, 

who own a spotty track record in developing lesser prospects into useful NBA players.

New coach Larry Drew said player development will be a big focus for his program.

“Where we are picking it is probably going to be the best player [available], looking at it realistically,” he 

said. “Hopefully we will get a guy that can come in here and help us, and if not help us, a guy we can 

nurture and help him develop and grow with us.”

This is important for all NBA teams since productive players on restricted rookie-scale contracts are good 

bargains. It's significant for the Hawks to do this since ownership's philosophy has been to grow with its 

core players rather than spend big on outside free agents.

Atlanta's recent history with players selected later in the draft isn't encouraging, even after considering 

such prospects tend to flop more than they flourish. Solomon Jones (No. 33 overall in 2006), Salim 

Stoudamire (31, 2005), Royal Ivey (37, 2004) and Dion Glover (20, 1999) are about as good as it gets 

among Atlanta players drafted with the 20th pick or lower.

The Hawks also haven't unearthed much in the way of long-term prospects among undrafted free agents. 

Assistant general manager Dave Pendergraft said the Hawks had planned to develop Othello Hunter in 

this manner last season, but Hunter was waived in January.

“I don't think we saw that experiment through,” Pendergraft said.

There are signs the Hawks are putting more emphasis on player development, starting with replacing 

Mike Woodson. Management felt Woodson didn't give rookie Jeff Teague enough minutes last season to 

develop him for a larger future role.

The Hawks decided not to send Teague to any of the 2009 summer leagues. He could have played 

against other drafted NBA prospects and free agents and instead participated in a mini-camp in Atlanta.
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The Hawks will have an entry in the Las Vegas Summer League this year. Teague, 2009 second-round 

pick Sergiy Gladyr and the player whom Atlanta drafts on Thursday all are expected to participate.

The Hawks also will consider sending the player they draft on Thursday to the NBA Development 

League. They've only used the D-League twice during their four-year affiliation with the minor league 

(Hunter and Thomas Gardner had brief stints in 2008-09).

The benefit of sending players to the D-League is competitive minutes are made available. The drawback 

is they are removed from contact with Hawks coaches and don't get the benefit of practicing with the 

NBA team.

“If you truly see a guy that you know you are not going to play, that he won't get minutes, then you've 

certainly got to look at that possibility,” Drew said. “But if it's a guy there is a probability [of minutes], you 

see a high skill level, you probably want to keep him around and nurture him a little bit more. There is a 

balance to it.”

Atlanta's draft pick probably won't get major minutes, even if he turns out to be better than expected. The 

Hawks figure to have playoff aspirations next season whether or not they re-sign impending free agent 

Joe Johnson.

That means Drew will face a similar challenge to Woodson, who was tasked with developing Teague at 

the same time Atlanta was trying to earn a high seed for the Eastern Conference playoffs.

“It all depends on injuries,” Pendergraft said. “If we have an injury next year hopefully we will have, 

whether it's a draftable guy or a free-agent guy, someone who we can put in there and won't lose much 

until that [rotation] guy comes back. If we have another year like this year, if we sign everyone we want to 

come back, I don't see a lot of minutes.

“I do think we can get a pretty good piece [at No. 24]. It just depends on if we go after a guy who has 

upside and develop him, or if there is a guy there with an NBA skill.”
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